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War vs.
Muslim Brotherhood
& % of Arabs living in Israel
and European trash
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War means killing your enemy and all
who support your enemy. There exists no mercy no half way measures. The only good
enemy is the dead one. Unless you kill the enemy he will kill you.
PREVENT
STABBING
ARREST ALL
ARABS WHO
TO BLAME
you will die
by the
SWORD. BLESSING OF
ISAAC TO ESAU MUST APPLY
SYMPATHY
TO JACOB JEWISH WITH
POSSESSIVE COMES.
Otherwise we will be dead.
AND CLAIM THAT MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD REPRESENTS THEM.
ARREST THEM
AND SHIP
THEM TO
SYRIA. FROM
SYRIA THEY
WILL RUN TO
EUROPE. IN EUROPE LET THEM STAB EUROPEANS. LET EUROPEANS
DEAL WITH THE
ARABS.
EUROPEAN
PARLIMENTS
NOW ARE
LABELING
JEWISH PRODUCE FROM ISRAEL YEHUDAH SHOMRON GOLAN OLD
CITY OF JERUSALEM. LET EUROPEANS REAP THE FRUIT OF THEIR
HATRED FOR JEWS.

IT IS A BLESSING FROM HEAVEN THAT
EUROPEANS DECIDED TO LABEL ISRAELI PRODUCE. THEY SHOW SOLIDARITY
WITH THE ARABS THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD AND THE 44% OR 56% OR
WHATEVER % OF ARABS WHO SUPPORT THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD WHO OPENLY
VOICE THEIR PREFERENCE TO KILL JEWS. THOSE EUROPEANS WHO DECLARE
THEIR SYMPATHY AND BACKING FOR THIS TRASH. ARE TRASH
THEMSELVES. BIRDS WHO ARE SIMILAR ONE TO ANOTHER FLY TOGETHER.
THE EUROPEANS WHO SUPPORT THEM ARE TRASH. LET ONE TRASH
THE ARABS IN ISRAEL COME TO THE OTHER TRASH THOSE EUROPEANS WHO SUPPORT
THEM - WHO SUPPORT THE LABELING OF ISREALI GOODS AND LET ONE TRASH
NEUTRALIZE THE OTHER TRASH.
NOW THAT THE EUROPEAN ANTI SEMITES
WHO SINGLE OUT ISRAEL FROM 100 OTHER COUNTRIES WHERE THERE
EXISTS A TERRITORIAL DISPUTE. THE EUROPEAN TRASH HAS NOT FOUND IT
NECESSARY TO LABEL THE GOODS FROM THE OTHER DISPUTED TERRITORIES IN
THE WORLD. THEY CHOSE ONLY JEWS-ISRAEL. THE EUROPEAN TRASH IS
FOLLOWING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE NAZIS AND THE EUROPEANS
SYMPHONY WHO SUPPORTED AND WAS SILENT AND WOULD NOT
INTERFERE IN THE MURDER OF JEWS. THEY WANTED TO INSURE THAT AS MANY JEWS
AS POSSIBLE
GET KILLED.
NOW THAT THE
EUROPEAN
TRASH HAS
UNMASKED
HIMSELF AND REVEALED THAT HE IS NOTHING ELSE THAN TRASH LET THE JEWISH
STATE ARREST ALL SYMPATHIZERS OF THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD
AND SHIP THEM TO SYRIA. FROM THERE THEY WILL MAKE THEIR WAY TO
EUROPE. THEY WILL THEN SHOW THEIR GRATITUDE TO THE EUROPEAN TRASH BY
MURDERING AS MANY EUROPEANS AS POSSIBLE. NOW IS THE TIME TO
ANNEX AREAS C B A IN HISTORICAL ISRAEL.
TOPPLE
PALESTINIAN
AUTHORITY.
THE HELL WITH
THE EUROPEAN
TRASH WE DO

NOT RECOGNIZE THEM FOR US THEY ARE TRASH. THE EUROPEANS
HAVE ALREADY UNMASKED THEMSELVES.
THEY ARE LISTING ISRAELI PRODUCTS TO
STRANGE
THE JEWS
AND IN THAT WAY ASSIST AND ARE ACCESSORIES
TO THE KILLERS OF JEWS. THE EUROPEAN TRASH CAN NOT DO WORSE. LET US
ANNEX
HISTORICAL
ISRAEL NOW.
WE DO NOT
NEED THEIR
HASKOMO
THEIR APPROBATION THEIR RECOGNITION IS NOT NECESSARY
JEWS FOR 2000 YEARS HAVE EXISTED WITHOUT THE RECOGNITION OF EUROPEAN
TRASH THIS
TRASH HAS
MURDERED
BILLIONS OF
NON JEWS
OVER THE LAST
2000 YEARS.
THE NEW
GENERATION
HAS THE SAME
DNA AS THEIR
ANCESTORS
FOREBEARERS. 
LET THE ARABS 
FROM ISRAEL 
THAT ISRAEL 
WILL SHIP TO 
SYRIA FROM
THERE THEY WILL MAKE THEIR WAY TO THE HOMELAND OF TRASH WILL
KILL TRASH.
THEY ARE NOT HUMANS BUT TRASH.
THE FRIENDS OF THE JEWS WILL UNDERSTAND; IT NOT AGREE THE
HISTORICAL DECLARATION OF THE JEWS THAT HISTORICAL ISRAEL
BELONGS TO THE JEWS BY DIVINE BIBLICAL DECREE AND COMMAND.
SEE BIBLE. HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF CHRISTIANS AGREE AND BELIEVE
ISRAEL IS FOR THE JEWS.
DO IT ANNEX YEHUDAH SHOMRON NOW TODAY.
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